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Dear Parents, 
Greetings..!! 
Summer vacations is one of the happiest moments for children as it provides 
them an opportunity to rejuvenate, refresh, revive and explore. However, looking 
at the present situation due to COVID 19 it is essential to channelize their energy 
with positive approach and in the right direction. Having this mind set we have 
designed a bunch of productive and fun – filled activities in the holiday homework 
with an integrated approach of learning. This will foster curiosity, develop 
creativity, enhance knowledge and instill the joy of learning among them. 

 
Happy learning during the holidays..! 
Love & Blessings, 

Class Teacher 
 
Guidelines for the Parents: - 

 

 Share stories /incidents of your childhood.
 Reward your child's efforts even for the smallest one to boost his/ her 

confidence.

 Engage them with puzzle games, building blocks and pattern making.

 Encourage kids to speak small sentences and words in the English language.

 Allow the child to read age appropriate story books.
 Take at least two meals together with your child and explain them the 

importance

 Of food and hard work of the farmers.

 Cultivate healthy habits avoiding junk foods to the maximum extent.

 Never deny or ignore a child’s feelings.

 Refrain from using words that you would not want the child to repeat.

 Only the behavior is treated as unacceptable, never the child.

 Ignore the irrelevant behavior.



WRITING SKILL 

 
1. Hindi:(Practice and learn) In workbook In 

notebook. 

2. English:(Practice and learn)In workbook(A to L),In notebook(A to H). 

3.Maths:(Practice and learn)In workbook(pg no. 46,47,49,50,51,52,56. 

COMMUNICATION SKILL 

1.Can I go? 

2.Can I eat? 

3.Can I drink water?(I am drinking water) 

4.Excuse me! give me a side. 

5.Can you help me?(Thank you so much) 
 

SPEAKING SKILLS:Try to use these words 

Hit, Disturb, Push, Finish, Wake up, Open, Sleep, Close, Start, Sit, Guest , Old. 
 

SOCIAL SKILL:-Let’s try t be independent during this summer break 

1. Pack your bag. 2. Button up your shirt. 3. Put on your shoes. 4. Eat lunch on 

your own. 5. Keep surroundings neat and tidy. 6. Practice the concepts learnt in 

the class on regular basis. 

CREATIVE SKILL : 

1. Hindi: Make flash cards of all vayanjans. 

2. English: Make flash cards of capital cursive and small cursive alphabets. 

3. Math: Make flash cards of numbers 101 to 180. 

 
 https://youtu.be/OKNdmlDVFFM 
You can take reference from this video 

 
        

https://youtu.be/OKNdmlDVFFM


ACTIVITY : World Environment Day 5 June 

( Draw the tree with hand impression in scrap file) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
World Fathers Day 20 June 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Make a shirt for your father with the 

help of colorful glaze paper and paste in scrap file). 

D/S, After school will get reopen share your father day activity pic in school group. 
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